APPENDIX

The appendix is divided into five parts of measuring instruments:

I. Religious Freedom and the Separation of Church and State
II. Religious Beliefs
III. Religious Rites
IV. Religious Self-attribution
V. Population Characteristics

The range of all items and scales is from 1 through 5, unless indicated otherwise:

1 = I totally disagree
2 = I disagree
3 = I am not sure
4 = I agree
5 = I fully agree
I. RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE

[Religious Freedom]

(i) Politicians are not allowed to interfere with religious communities.
(ii) Prayers in public schools should be forbidden.
    Reversed into: Prayers in public schools should not be forbidden.

[Separation of Church and State]

(i) In regard to euthanasia politicians should decide irrespective of any religious leader’s will.
(ii) In regard to abortion politicians should take decisions independently of religious leaders.